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Abstract: 

To understand a society, we depend upon the history and culture of it. In a 
society, there are different kinds of historical and cultural back grounds of internal groups 
in a society. It is known that on the aspects of the social back grounds, there will be the 
status of the groups in the society with individual principles. We can certainly say that we 
can estimate the current behavioural roots of the people in the area as per the history of 
the society or state or country. In the view only, Pearl S. Buck emphasizes on the cultural 
and behavioural differences in the families of Wang Lung and Hwang and between the c 
China and western countries. The differences are mainly focussed on the life style of the 
people in their culture, economy and industrialisation. It is understood that the growth of 
a person or a family or any country will be as per their cultural impression. Some time the 
rich becomes poor and the poor becomes rich because of their societal behaviour and 
their behavioural changes.  

We often say that ‘Literature is the window of society.’ The sentence has many 
interpretations that (i) literature is the course of human mind (ii) the series of human 
experiences and (iii) the different stages of man with integrated illustrations in the world. 
In such a way Buck reveals many themes besides the cultural and historical concepts in 
the Good Earth like oppression of woman, addiction to opium and poverty. Observing all 
the predicaments in the china society Buck shows the discrimination in the living aspects 
of the people in universal way. Hence I would like to present the inner views of the 
author in the novel with my perceptions. 

 

Introduction: 

Every country has its own history and culture in the world. The life style and the 

behavioural aspects resemble the history and the culture of the people in the nation. The futility 

of a nation economically and sociologically depends upon the two things. In this way, we can 
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understand the ancient life style of the nations like India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and China. Every 

activity of socio-cultural reflects its history. So the literary authors want to show us the roots of 

some nations through the societal structure and through their rituals. Some time, we can identify 

the great pattern in their way of living and dealing. 

In this view, Pearl S. Buck portrays much identification of China and the other nations in 

The Good Earth. The novel is identified as ‘Novel of China and America’. The quotation itself 

denotes that the novel is between two cultures. In the internal description of the novel, Buck 

emphasises on the protagonist Wang Lung as a realistic character showing his steadfast to the 

belief that everything comes from the good earth. Doan, in his words: 

“Much as she likes them [the characters], she sees in them both the good 

and the bad qualities. Wang Lung is a good enough farmer. He does not 

forget to burn incense before his gods upon his wedding day, but he also 

can blaspheme against them and curse them for sending no rain during the 

great drought.” ( Doan-Cao. The Image of the Chinese Family in Pearl 

buck’s Novels. Saigon: Duc- Sinh, 1964.) 

 While its themes are universal, The Good Earth’s subject, the life of a rural China farmer 

and his wife, had been largely ignored in both English and Chinese literature at the time of its 

publications. Wang Lung and O-Lan are unforgettable characters-sympathetic, flawed, and most 

important, not reducible to a stoic “type.” Just when we think we fully know Wang Lung and O-

Lan, Buck shows us yet another side of them seem more real and deepening our appreciation for 

their humanity. 

 The Good Earth is a historically important novel because it demystified China for 

America and the countless other countries where the book appeared, either in English or in 

translation. But beyond its historical significance, The Good Earth endures because it remains us, 

once again, that despite our differences in language, culture and religion-there are certain 

qualities that we share as humans. In our increasingly fractured world, this is a lesson worth 

remembering. 

 At the time The Good Earth appeared in the United States, Chinese citizens had been 

barred from immigrating there for four decades and Americans’ understanding of the largest 
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nation of the world war extremely distorted. Most Americans thought of China as a mystical and 

thought of their customs as savage and inscrutable. The novel changed all that. Early readers of 

the novel recognized something familiar in it and responded enthusiastically. 

Wang Lung’s indefatigable spirit and O-Lan’s stoicism and extreme industry resonated with the 

American reader’s belief in self-determinism. The Good Earth also provided early twentieth-

Century readers with a frame work for understanding Chinese practice that Americans viewed as 

peculiar. Infanticide, foot-being, and concubinage while still unsettling, were demystified by 

being presented in context.  

 

The contrast in the characters in the culture:  

 In the novel, as every reader observes as the universal story of common man, the realistic 

social structure with multiple attitudes  of the characters is the central identification and the 

regular predicaments of the people in the world in different situations. Wang Lung is very 

hardworking, optimist, self esteemed with a great flexibility. And his sons are quite opposite in 

their thinking and leading life. Wang Lung’s uncle with his lazy and corrupt mind loses his 

complete property and quest for the shelter at Wang. O-Lan plays the role as a stoic, hard 

working and self- sacrificing wife of Wang Lung and a woman of few words, thoughtful, 

persuasive, and wise. She feels very proud herself that gave birth to children having her own 

family boundaries. But, the character of Lotus flower is shown as a prostitute in a tea house. She 

casts a spell over Wang Lung and she becomes his much spoiled concubine. Pearl Blossom, like 

O-Lan, is sold for slavery in the house of Wang Lung and she becomes his concubine at the end 

of the novel. She is very interested at the quite devotion of old men than the fiery passion of 

young men. 

The feministic oppression:  

 In the most of the novels of Buck, she shows the oppression on women by the domination 

of men giving no priority for woman even in the domestic sharing and social concerns. As we 

observe in the ancient days of India that women had no role in the life cycle other than yielding 

children. Pearl S Buck herself faced the problem in her own life and bemoaned that woman was 

not given any importance in area of human life like political, economy, literature etcetera. Conn 
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Peter’s fine biography situates Buck’s career in the social and personal changes that took place 

during her life time. He describes Buck’s decision to put her writing first:  

“Under the combined pressure of persona; and political disappointments, 

Pearl was divided against herself. She was still groping with the pain of 

her falling marriage and the guilt she felt in Carol’s illness and her own 

sterility... She had begun to realise that, because she was a woman, she 

was less likely to be taken seriously as a writer and professional than 

male colleagues...Like most women in her generation who became 

discontented with the gendered status quo, she did not yet have a 

vocabulary in which to describe an alternative. Nonetheless, she had 

decided that she would only survive by recreating herself as an 

independent person.”(Conn, Peter. Pearl S. Buck: A Cultural Biography. 

New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996.)  

In The Good Earth all the female characters are shown under the oppression by men. And 

the male child is very fond of the society than female children as we have in India also the 

discrimination in many areas. O-Lan is only meant for yielding children and taking care of them 

in the entire novel. The female roles like Wang Lung’ aunt, Lotus Flower, Cuckoo and Pearl 

Blossom are portrayed in the filthy manner. All the situations in the work, shows the nature of the 

society about the partial opinion. Every male character is like responsible and faithful where as 

female as subordinates with unaccepted views. But, in the society as per my observation the 

consideration according to the individual capabilities in our country and other nations but it is 

being indentified some time as gender bias. 

The diversity in history and culture:  

The critical analysis of The Good Earth shows multi thematic views and personal 

perceptions of scholars, critics and the readers. Some views as the portrait of common farmer of 

China and some as the universal story of human being. And another interpretations as the culture 

of china, having no values and morality. By some other critics it is a realistic piece of work about 

china people. In the insightful piece, Cevasco evaluate Buck’s novels about China in terms of the 

definitions she proposed to characterize  the traditional Chinese novel as lacking in value and 
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morality , the Chinese novel developed out of the interests of common people.(Cevasco, George 

A. Pearl Buck and the Chinese Novel. Asian Studies (December 1967), 437- 50.) In the view of 

Cevasco, it is only about the china society where we could not find the humanity and a proper life 

with idealistic values. But in every society of any country there is chance for the characteristics of 

people as the decision we take at the situation to mark ourselves as good or bad. The author 

shows the differentiation in the history and the cultures of the families without synchronise each 

and other. Between the two families of Wang Lung and his uncle Hwang, the back grounds of the 

families will be altered at the end of the novel because of their culture they follow. Wang, with 

the humanistic values, root out the poverty they have in at the beginning of the novel where as 

Hwang, with addiction of opium and laziness the family looses the status of born with silver 

spoon in their mouths. In the same way O-lan is traditional woman and other women characters 

from other families like slaves and becoming as concubines as per situations. Sometimes they are 

shown as thieves and opium takers. And the most observing aspect is declining the westernization 

at the end where as the passion about it in the beginning. Even in my view, China still have the 

commitment of unattached attitude to any kind of harming culture of other peoples and the 

passion to build up their potentiality to find and follow their national roots of morality. Pearl, 

with great bondages of China people, she elucidates the historical and cultural uniqueness 

comparing with western societies.  

 

Conclusion: 

 My study made me to understand about the novel as the window of the life in the 

contemporary societies with effect of the personal experiences and the observations in China, 

America and other peoples in the world. And it is a significance to understand the predicaments 

of human being as per the changing roles and changing times in the life. It does not matter 

whether rich or poor but it is matter of the vision of people to prepare ourselves towards a good 

path cementing our positive aspects and removing the thorns of the negative and evil spirits in 

the minds of human. There are no frontiers for good and evil, success and failure in the world. It 

is inevitable to bear the fruit of our deeds with a great fore sight and without any self 

introspection. Hence, I consider the perceptions and the cycling of human life in The Good Earth 
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as unavoidable in any corner of the world.   History, Aristotle warns us, “relates what has 

happened,” and poetry/epic “what may happen.” Buck’s novel carries a greater truth than the 

chronicle of one shot events. Its tale has a larger validity, for it can as well be read as an 

extended allegory of the fates of all families, Japanese, Indian, or American. 
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